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Zinc is involved in virtually all aspects of cellular and molecular biology as a catalytic, structural, and regulatory cofactor in over
1000 proteins. Zinc binding to proteins requires an adequate supply of zinc and intact molecular mechanisms for redistributing
zinc ions to make them available at the right time and location. Several dozen gene products participate in this process, in which
interactions between zinc and sulfur donors determine the mobility of zinc and establish coupling between cellular redox state
and zinc availability. Specifically, the redox properties of metallothionein and its apoprotein thionein are critical for buffering zinc
ions and for controlling fluctuations in the range of picomolar concentrations of “free” zinc ions in cellular signaling. Metallothionein and other proteins with sulfur coordination environments are sensitive to redox perturbations and can render cells susceptible to injury when oxidative stress compromises the cellular redox and zinc buffering capacity in chronic diseases. The implications of these fundamental principles for zinc metabolism in type 2 diabetes are briefly discussed.
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By and large, the significance of the essential nutrient zinc in medicine has
been limited to relatively rare cases of severe deficiency, which results in growth
retardation, hypogonadism, dermatitis,
and immune dysfunction (1). In contrast,
mild zinc deficiency is believed to be
widespread. Although difficult to diagnose owing to a lack of suitable clinical
tests, mild zinc deficiency is thought to
be associated with clinically important
functional deficits. Much more than anecdotal evidence links zinc deficiency to
poor neuropsychological performance,
abnormalities of fetal development, and
the risk of developing cancer of the
upper aerodigestive tract (2–4). Moreover, zinc has been implicated in the etiology of specific diseases, such as Acrodermatitis enteropathica, a rare genetic
disorder that leads to severe zinc defi-

ciency due to mutations in the human
Zip4 (SLC39A4) importer (5,6) and transient neonatal zinc deficiency, in which
zinc in the mother’s milk is low due to a
mutation in the human ZnT-2 (SLC30A2)
exporter (7). Other gene defects and genetic variability in zinc homeostatic proteins likely exist because at least two
dozen gene products regulate cellular
zinc. A case in point is a polymorphism
in the human MT-1a gene, which affects
zinc ion release from the protein and is
associated with longevity in an Italian
population (8). Another area where zinc
has been implicated in pathogenesis is
based on the hypothesis that increases of
intracellular “free” zinc ions above a certain threshold are neurotoxic (9). In this
case, it is not a deficiency of zinc but
rather too much available zinc that
causes cellular injury. To evaluate the
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consequences of such cellular imbalances
of zinc, one of the key challenges is to
understand the largely unknown molecular processes that control availability
and redistribution of zinc. Like most
transition metals, zinc is not readily
available in the cell as its aquocomplex.
Families of membrane zinc transporters,
zinc sensors, such as metal response element (MRE)-binding transcription factor1 (MTF-1), and metallothioneins (MT) are
part of a cellular zinc homeostatic system
with specific biological mechanisms in
supplying thousands of proteins with
zinc. Thus, a significant number of proteins in the human genome is dedicated
exclusively to the task of regulating cellular zinc. We focus in this article on
quantitative information regarding the
redox control of the availability of zinc
ions at the cellular and molecular level
and a role of MT in zinc buffering.
Metallothionein
The Zn3S9 and Zn4S11 zinc/thiolate
clusters in MT bind zinc rather tightly
and yet can make it available. Experiments in vitro demonstrated that a fraction of zinc in MT can be transferred to
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the apoforms of enzymes (10), and that
the apoprotein (reduced thionein, TR),
which is present under normal physiological conditions in tissues and in neoplastic cell lines (11–13), removes zinc
from zinc-inhibited enzymes (14).
Functions of zinc-MT are based on reversible dissociation of its zinc ions and
oxidoreduction of the cysteine sulfur
donors in the zinc/thiolate clusters (15).
This property is unusual for zinc proteins as it challenges the conventional
description of zinc coordination environments in proteins being redox-inert. It
provides a mechanism whereby zinc
availability and redox metabolism are
linked (16). When oxidants react with
MT, zinc ions are released and the oxidized protein is formed. Assays were developed to determine the amount of oxidized protein (thionin, T0) in tissues
(13,17). T0 is indeed present in tissues
and cell lines under normal physiological
conditions and increases under conditions of oxidative stress (13,18). Thus,
MT is highly dynamic with regard to its
zinc load and redox state. The protein
with 20 reduced cysteinyl residues and
seven bound divalent metal ions, which
is the only form for which a high resolution structure has been determined, is
not the only physiologically important
state of the protein. The new assays
allow determination of the metal load
with the holoprotein/apoprotein
(MT/TR) ratio and the oxidation state
with the reduced/oxidized protein
(TR/T0) ratio. Fluorogenic zinc chelating
agents make it possible to determine simultaneously the amount of “free” zinc
in cells.
Cellular Zinc Buffering Capacity and
“Free” Zinc
Total zinc concentrations of eukaryotic cells are a few hundred micromolar
and thus relatively high. How much of
it is in the “free” form depends on the
zinc buffering capacity, which has never
been determined. Investigations with
human colon carcinoma (HT-29) cells
demonstrated that about 28 μM of cellular ligands do not have a bound zinc

Figure 1. Competition among oxidation or covalent modification of thiols, zinc ion binding, and oxidation or covalent modification of zinc/thiolates determines the availability of
“free” zinc ions.

ion but bind added zinc ions tightly
with an average dissociation constant of
83 pM (19). Given a total concentration
of 264 μM in these cells, 28 μM corresponds to an 11% surplus of cellular ligands. The discovery of these sites that
can bind zinc ions with relatively high
affinity but are not occupied with zinc
demonstrates tight zinc buffering.
About 30% of this zinc buffering capacity is due to sulfur donors (thiols), and
thus, serves at the same time as redox
(oxidant) buffering capacity (20). A condition such as oxidative stress or the
presence of reactive compounds, such
as electrophiles, can have the dual effects of oxidizing or modifying cysteine
sulfur ligands that are essential for zinc
buffering and releasing zinc ions from
proteins (Figure 1). In both instances,
“free” zinc concentrations increase. The
molecular identity of the zinc buffering
sites is unknown, but they comprise TR.
When cellular “free” zinc increases,
zinc modulates, or may regulate, the biological functions of proteins with such
sites. Candidates for zinc regulation are
inhibitory zinc-binding sites on enzymes with nanomolar or lower affinity
for zinc, such as protein tyrosine phosphatases and caspase-3 (14), or interfacial zinc sites, where zinc binding determines the quaternary or quinary
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structure of proteins (21). The results
suggest regulatory roles of zinc ions at
picomolar concentrations, a range that
hitherto was inaccessible to biochemical
exploration.
In HT-29 cells, the concentration of
“free” zinc ions determined with the fluorogenic chelating agent FluoZin-3
(“dye”) is 784 pM. This concentration is
many orders of magnitude lower than
that of total zinc. The value was established with a new procedure, in which
data are collected at different dye concentrations and then extrapolated to a
zero dye concentration to correct for the
interference of the dye with cellular zinc
buffering (19). Significantly, the dye response and hence the calculated amount
of “free” zinc ions depend on the zinc
buffering capacity of the cell. The
amount of “free” zinc is 614 pM in resting, 1.25 nM in differentiated, and > 2.5
nM in apoptotic cells. These cellular
states have different redox potentials for
the glutathione/glutathione disulfide
pair (22). More oxidized conditions correlate with increased amounts of T0 and
“free” zinc (20). Thus, in the same cell
line, physiological changes of the glutathione redox potential affect the redox
state of MT and the amount of “free”
zinc, clearly linking the availability of
zinc, MT, and redox metabolism.

PROCEEDINGS

Many factors induce MT expression
and thereby alter the zinc and redox
buffering capacity; the protein varies at
least 400-fold in different cell lines (23).
The protein that is induced, however, is
thionein, not metallothionein. Induced
thionein is a strong chelating and reducing agent and will either lower zinc
availability, if the protein is not immediately oxidized under conditions of high
oxidative stress, or increase the cellular
reducing capacity, if the binding sites of
the protein are not immediately saturated by zinc ions under conditions of
high zinc availability.
In summary, the redox dynamics of
MT establish multiple ways of zinc-dependent cellular regulation. MT and T
function as signal transducers for both
zinc and redox signals at a central node
in the cellular signaling network.
Perturbations of Zinc and Redox
Buffering
Chemical reactions with zinc buffering ligands enable fluctuations of available “free” zinc ions with important consequences for the physiology of a cell
because zinc ions are very potent effectors of the functions of some proteins at
picomolar and low nanomolar concentrations. Buffering can be perturbed by
redox agents that modify the surplus
high-affinity zinc-binding sites, xenobiotics that bind zinc or cysteinyl sulfur, or
thiophilic metal ions, such as cadmium,
mercury, or others that either bind to the
surplus ligands or displace zinc from its
binding sites. Thus, one toxicologic
mechanism during heavy metal poisoning may actually be the release of cytotoxic amounts of zinc ions (24). Changes
of zinc buffering would make either
more or less zinc available. As a result,
“free” zinc ions will fluctuate with
higher amplitudes and affect biological
systems that normally would not respond. Exceeding physiological zinc
buffering will elicit zinc signals with
much larger amplitudes, and presumably, pleiotropic effects.
The relationships among zinc buffering, available zinc, and zinc-dependent

Figure 2. Drugs change the availability of “free” zinc by several mechanisms. Zinc chelation, induction of TR or generation of TR by reduction of T0 decrease zinc (left). Oxidation
or other covalent modification of thiols and compounds that serve as carriers of zinc into
the cell increase zinc (right).

functions are significant for the mechanisms of action of drugs (Figure 2). A
drug with zinc-chelating properties will
interfere with cellular zinc buffering and
lower the availability of zinc, while a
drug with redox properties can affect the
thiol/disulfide redox state and change
the availability of zinc.
Implications for Diseases with
Particular Emphasis on Diabetes
Induced release of zinc ions from proteins with sulfur coordination environments is a general pathophysiological
pathway with implications for many diseases. In this discussion, we focus on
type 2 diabetes, where oxidative stress
perturbs both zinc metabolism and MT
levels and where proper control of zinc
availability is essential for normal function, because zinc is involved in many
aspects of insulin metabolism and signaling (25). Type 2 diabetes risk is associated with a polymorphism of the pancreatic β-cell-specific zinc transporter ZnT-8
(SLC30A8), which provides zinc for insulin maturation and/or storage in these
cells (26,27). Antidiabetogenic and insulinomimetic properties of zinc are sup-

ported by the results from zinc supplementation in animals and humans (28,29)
and are now explored therapeutically by
synthesizing and testing zinc-containing
drugs (30). Because cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of mortality in
type 2 diabetes, there is a major research
focus on the diabetic heart. “Free” zinc
increases from 520 pM in normal to
870 pM in diabetic rat cardiomyocytes
concomitant with increased reactive
species, whereas levels of metallothionein and reduced glutathione and
activities of enzymes of the antioxidant
defense decrease (31). Treatment with selenium compounds that catalytically couple MT/T and glutathione/glutathione
disulfide redox cycles prevent these effects (31,32). Also, zinc supplementation
prevents the development of cardiomyopathy in mice through induction of MT,
which has an antioxidant function in the
heart (33,34). It had been noticed for
some time that cardiovascular disease is
associated with hyperhomocysteinemia.
Homocysteinylation of MT releases zinc
ions that activate transcription factor
EGR-1 (early growth response-1) (35). Because the modified MT can no longer
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scavenge superoxide ions, concentrations
of reactive species increase even in the
presence of reduced glutathione or cysteine. The resulting impairment of redox
and zinc homeostasis is thought to lead
to endothelial dysfunction and atherothrombotic disease. The significance of
metabolic functions of MT for diabetes is
reinforced by the observations that MT
levels are reduced in the plasma and
muscle of humans with type 2 diabetes,
and do not increase in skeletal muscle
with exercise training (36), and that MT1/-2 knock-out mice become mildly
obese and develop hyperinsulinemia (37).
An additional pathway for both zinc
ion release and interference with the
functions of MT involves aldehydes (38).
In diabetes, decomposition of AGEs (advanced glycation end-products) and
lipid peroxides formed under oxidative
stress increases the concentrations of endogenous aldehydes, such as acrolein,
4-hydroxynonenal, and malondialdehyde. These aldehydes react with zinc
proteins and increase cellular “free” zinc
ions, which in turn inhibit protein tyrosine phosphatases, in particular PTP 1B,
the major phosphatase controlling the
phosphorylation state of the insulin receptor (38–40). Zinc inhibition of PTP 1B
enhances phosphorylation signaling of
insulin and is believed to account for the
known insulinomimetic effects of zinc
(41). Moreover, it was suggested that development of local (tissue-specific) zinc
deficiencies abolishes tonic zinc inhibition and modulation of protein tyrosine
phosphatases and leads to insulin
resistance (41).
In conclusion, cysteinyl sulfur is the
ligand of zinc in a large number of proteins. Oxidation or other covalent modification of the sulfur donor affects the
availability of zinc ions. Depending on
the amplitudes of fluctuations of “free”
zinc ions, the outcome can be either cytoprotection, for example, in lung injury
(42), or cytotoxicity, for example, in neuronal injury (43). What role zinc supplementation, either alone or in combination with antioxidants, has in prevention
and therapy requires thorough scrutiny

(44). Zinc supplementation protects
against the hepatotoxic effects of alcohol
(ethanol) (45). It appears that rather
small differences of picomolar “free”
zinc – changes that could be readily
achieved by nutrients, drugs, or toxins –
determine the transition from physiology to pathology. Clearly, further exploration of the role of zinc buffering in oxidative and chemical cell injury in
various organs and in chronic diseases is
warranted.
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